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Summary:
Picture a secretary or assistant in your brain. They are the gatekeepers of information.
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Article Body:
Picture a secretary or assistant in your brain. This assistant is going to decide what informa

Part of the information they don’t allow past the gate is anything that your brain or unconsci

This can be compounded when you are trying to work with co-workers or clients. You see the per

For example, you may believe that the road to success is easy with the right tools. However, t

The result is that <b>your gatekeeper will keep back success opportunities from you.</b> It be

Have you ever been looking for something and said to yourself. "Why can’t I ever find what I a

I also teach that the brains RAS (Reticular Activating System) looks at all the information an

This is one of reasons that it is so important to look at your belief systems. Many of them ma

First, look around at your life. Is it the one you want? Are there things lacking and missing?
I have read many articles about people who every time they received money, something came up a

In looking into their childhood, they found that money meant pain, hurt, or being sinful so th

One way to start is to start journaling and ask your self. Just what do I believe? And for eac

I have personally found that those with an understanding of Quantum Physics, have helped count

In any case, with help you can move forward in life and place what you desire on your RAS´s im
To see a list of people who teach Quantum Physics and Neuroscience for success go to:
<a href="http://falconfreedom.blogspot.com">Golden Falcon Recommends</a>
and read, <b>Teachers of Quantum Physics and Neuroscience for success.</b>
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